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Purpose: Eyes with age-related macular degeneration (AMD) often harbor pathological changes 

in the retinal periphery and perimacular region. These extramacular changes have not been well 

classified, but may be phenotypically and functionally relevant. The purpose of this study was 

to demonstrate a novel grid to systematically study peripheral retinal abnormalities in AMD 

using geometric distortion-corrected ultra-widefield (UWF) imaging.

Methods: This is a cross-sectional observational case series. Consecutive patients with AMD 

without any other coexisting vitreoretinal disease and control patients over age 50 without 

AMD or any other vitreoretinal disease were imaged using Optos 200 Tx. Captured 200° UWF  

images were corrected for peripheral geometric distortion using Optos transformation software. 

A newly developed grid to study perimacular and peripheral abnormalities in AMD was then 

projected onto the images.

Results: Peripheral and perimacular changes such as drusen, retinal pigment epithelium 

changes and atrophy were found in patients with AMD. The presented grid in conjunction with 

geometric distortion-corrected UWF images allowed for systematic study of these peripheral 

changes in AMD.

Conclusion: We present a novel grid to study peripheral and posterior pole changes in AMD. 

The grid is unique in that it adds a perimacular zone, which may be important in characterizing 

certain phenotypes in AMD. Our UWF images were corrected for geometric peripheral distortion 

to accurately reflect the anatomical dimensions of the retina. This grid offers a reliable and repro-

ducible foundation for the exploration of peripheral retinal pathology associated with AMD.

Keywords: ultra-widefield, autofluorescence, macular degeneration, grid, periphery, drusen, 

retinal pigment epithelium changes

Introduction
Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) is a leading cause of blindness in developed 

countries. Systematic study and grading of AMD has been limited to the posterior 

pole until recently.1,2 However, it is well recognized that pathological changes, such 

as drusen and retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) changes, also exist in the peripheral 

fundus in patients with AMD.3–8 In contrast to the progress that has been made on 

macular-derived findings of this disease, the impact on function and disease progres-

sion of peripheral retinal changes remains not well understood. While regular fundus 

photography, as well as optical coherence tomography, can be used to objectively 

document and study macular changes, systematic investigation of the peripheral fundus 

has been more challenging.1,9
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Recently, ultra-widefield (UWF) fundus imaging has 

been established to create high-resolution images of the 

peripheral and central retina, which can be used for grading 

of peripheral retinal diseases. This has been widely performed 

for diabetic retinopathy and more recently for AMD.10,11 

In fact, UWF imaging has already demonstrated that periph-

eral abnormalities seen on pseudocolor and autofluorescence 

imaging are more prevalent in AMD than healthy patients.3,12

These peripheral abnormalities in AMD may be geneti-

cally and phenotypically distinct and hence need to be studied. 

For example, one recent study that used clinical examina-

tion alone without standardized imaging suggests that periph-

eral drusen and reticular pigment changes are associated with 

AMD severity. Further, peripheral drusen were associated 

with CFHY402H genotype and reticular pigment changes 

were associated with CFHrs1410996 genotype.6 Peripheral 

disease may also impact function in AMD. Impairment in 

dark adaptation, a rod-driven process and hence topographi-

cally mapped to the peripheral retina, has been found to be 

affected in early-stage macular degeneration as well as to 

be correlated with AMD disease severity.13,14 To this end, 

systematic UWF imaging grid grading systems are needed 

to methodically study peripheral abnormalities in AMD.

While different groups work on refinement of grids that 

can be used for grading of peripheral abnormalities, one 

of the difficulties encountered in the systematic grading of 

UWF images has been that these images are distorted in the 

periphery and hence do not reflect the actual dimensions of 

the retina.15

We present a novel UWF imaging-based grid grading 

system that incorporates correction for peripheral image dis-

tortion and defines regions of the periphery, providing a foun-

dation for ongoing cohort studies of patients with AMD.

Methods
This study is part of a prospective, cross-sectional, obser-

vational project on AMD biomarkers. It was conducted in 

accordance with HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and 

Accountability Act) requirements and the tenets of the Dec-

laration of Helsinki, and was approved by the Massachusetts 

Eye and Ear (MEE) Institutional Review Board. All included 

participants provided written informed consent.

inclusion and exclusion criteria
We recruited and consented consecutive patients with a diag-

nosis of AMD when they visited the Retina Service of MEE 

during their regular appointments. We excluded subjects 

with any other vitreoretinal disease, active uveitis or ocular 

infection, significant media opacities that precluded the 

observation of the ocular fundus, refractive error equal to 

or greater than 6 D of spherical equivalent, past history of 

retinal surgery, history of any ocular surgery or intraocular 

procedure (such as laser and intraocular injections) within 

the last 90 days prior to enrollment and diagnosis of diabetes 

mellitus, with or without concomitant diabetic retinopathy. 

Additionally, a control group of subjects aged 50 years or 

older, without any evidence of AMD in both eyes, was 

included, and the same exclusion criteria were applied.

image acquisition
All participants were imaged using the Optos 200 Tx cam-

era in three gaze positions (Optos Inc, Dunfermline, UK), 

both with pseudocolor and autofluorescence. The central 

image taken in primary gaze missed some aspects of the 

retinal periphery. The two additional images taken in upgaze 

and downgaze covered these additional areas, as shown in 

Figure 1.

image processing
Following acquisition, images underwent transformation 

using Optos stereographic projection software (ProView), 

which takes into account the optical imaging system and the 

ocular geometry to map each pixel to a consistent, spherical 

geometry. This preserves angular features and enables 

accurate representation of retinal features throughout the 

entire image. This software is incorporated into the newer 

Optos California device and available as an upgrade for 

both Optos Advance and V2 Advantage software for use 

with Optos 200 Tx.

The resulting images are 33.86×33.86 cm in size with a 

resolution of 300 dots per inch. Thereafter, a novel fundus 

grid, specifically created to help grade central and peripheral 

AMD, was applied onto each of the six created images. No 

image montage was created. The grid consists of three con-

centric circles and crosshairs centered on the fovea.

The first circle surrounds the macula within the vascular 

arcades, with a radius of 29 mm. This circle is based on the 

Early Treatment of Diabetic Retinopathy Study (ETDRS) 

grid used by the Age-related Eye Disease Study (AREDS).1 

The ETDRS grid was first developed to aid in localization 

of diabetic macular edema and the assessment of diabetic 

retinopathy,16 but it also provides a reliable means for the 

assessment of central drusen burden in AMD.

The second circle encompasses the perimacular area, 

including both temporal arcades, with a radius of 65 mm. 

Through clinical experience, we have found that many 
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The last and most peripheral circle separates the mid-

peripheral area from the far periphery. This circle is drawn with 

a radius of 160 mm, which was chosen based on the location of 

the vortex veins. With this grid, the extramacular retina can be 

divided into 12 zones with the perimacular area, mid periphery 

and far periphery in each of the four quadrants: superotemporal, 

superonasal, inferonasal and inferotemporal (Figure 2).

The circles and the crosshairs were all centered on the 

fovea as opposed to the optic nerve. By centering on the 

fovea, the perimacular area can be properly positioned with a 

fixed radius. It also allows the nasal mid periphery to be more 

analogous to the temporal mid periphery than if the zones 

were centered on the optic nerve, in which case the macula 

would be included in the temporal mid-peripheral zones.

Most importantly, the grid corrects for the peripheral 

distortion inherent to the image acquisition of this UWF 

imaging device. This allows for an accurate measurement 

throughout the periphery.

As a result of the image processing, the optic disk 

measures about 10 mm in these images, whereas it 

is approximately 1.5 mm in the average human fundus. In 

this way, images project to about 6.7 times the size of the 

actual fundus. Images were then stored digitally and used for 

analysis of macular and peripheral pathology.

Results
Case presentations
To demonstrate feasibility of fundus grading with our novel 

grid projected onto distortion-corrected UWF imaging we 

Figure 1 Gaze positions to optimally capture entire fundus in ultra-widefield 
imaging. images were routinely captured in primary gaze, upgaze and downgaze. 
While primary gaze images reflect the temporal and nasal periphery reasonably well, 
it is necessary to capture images in upgaze and downgaze to better show the superior 
and inferior periphery as demonstrated in this ultra-widefield autofluorescence 
image sequence of a left eye.

Figure 2 novel grid to systematically grade peripheral abnormalities in age-related 
macular degeneration. The grid consists of three concentric circles and two lines. The 
central circle surrounds the macula area. The middle circle surrounds the perimacular 
area (*). The largest circle separates the mid periphery (+) from the far periphery (=).  
a vertical line through the fovea separates temporal from nasal quadrants. 
a horizontal line through the fovea separates superior from inferior quadrants.

patients have a high proportion of pathology in this posterior 

location, yet one that is outside the macula. By including 

this pericentral location and not just the mid- and far periph-

ery outside the macula, we hope to better categorize these 

clinical subtypes.
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detail findings of two patients with AMD and one control 

patient without AMD.

Case 1
A 69-year-old male presented with AMD in both eyes. Best-

corrected visual acuity (BCVA) was 20/40 in the right eye and 

20/25 in the left eye. In the right eye (Figure 3), there were 

central RPE changes and macular drusen (Figure 3A–C). 

There was some RPE atrophy demonstrated by perifoveal 

hypoautofluorescence (Figure 3D–F). The perimacular zone 

demonstrated extensive drusen, most prominent inferotempo-

rally and more moderate superotemporally and superonasally 

(Figure 3A and C), with very few drusen present inferonasally 

(Figure 3C and F). These drusen extended into the mid periph-

ery and were best seen in upgaze (Figure 3A and D). A few 

loose drusen were also present in mid periphery inferonasally 

and inferotemporally, best seen in downgaze (Figure 3C and 

F). The nasal far periphery also harbored drusen, best seen in 

upgaze for the superonasal quadrant (Figure 3A and E) and 

in downgaze for the inferonasal quadrant (Figure 3C and F). 

There were isolated drusen in the far periphery superotem-

porally (Figure 3A), but no pathological abnormalities were 

seen inferotemporally (Figure 3C and F).

Case 2
A 62-year-old female presented with geographic atrophy and 

drusen in both eyes. BCVA was 20/50 in the right eye and 

20/125 in the left eye. The right eye (Figure 4) demonstrated 

juxtafoveal geographic atrophy as well as several drusen 

(Figure 4A–C). Few drusen extended into the temporal 

perimacular area (Figure 4). There was a cluster of nasal 

and superonasal drusen in the far periphery (Figure 4A, B, 

D and E). Few drusen were present in the superotemporal 

and inferotemporal mid- and far periphery, best seen on auto-

fluorescence images (Figure 4D–F). The inferior fundus had 

several drusen, mostly along the border of the mid- and far 

periphery (Figure 4C–F). In addition, there were relatively 

focal hyperautofluorescent and hypoautofluorescent changes 

in the mid-peripheral nasal to the optic disk, representing 

RPE atrophy with adjacent increased RPE metabolism. 

The patchy color changes in the temporal far periphery on 

pseudocolor images (Figure 4A and B) were artifacts and 

had no correlation on respective autofluorescence images 

(Figure 4D and E).

Case 3
A 60-year-old female presented with recurrent corneal abra-

sions, without signs of AMD or any other vitreoretinal disease. 

BCVA was 20/25 in the right eye and 20/20 in the left eye. In 

the right eye, the macula appeared normal without any drusen 

or RPE atrophy (Figure 5). There was focal RPE atrophy in 

the superonasal quadrant of the mid periphery (Figure 5A 

and D). There were nonspecific patchy hyperautofluorescent 

changes in the inferotemporal quadrant of the mid- and far 

periphery (Figure 5F). Speckled dots in the superior fundus 

were seen on pseudocolor images (Figure 5A) representing 

artifacts instead of drusen, and there was no correlation on 

autofluorescence imaging (Figure 5D).

Discussion
We here present a novel UWF imaging grid grading system 

that can be used for systematic studies of perimacular and 

peripheral lesions in AMD. Our grading technique has sev-

eral advantages over other previously described systems, 

by offering distortion correction to UWF imaging as well 

as a more refined grid that adds a perimacular zone next to 

central, mid-peripheral and far-peripheral zones.

Since its inception, UWF imaging has been used to 

study peripheral findings in AMD. Csutak et al reported a 

high rate of agreement between regular 45° central fundus 

photography and UWF imaging for grading of abnormalities 

in the macula. The authors demonstrated that the level of 

detail and resolution of UWF imaging should be sufficient to 

grade findings in the macular region as well, likely allowing 

comparison of UWF imaging studies with studies that were 

based on conventional fundus photography.17

In 2015, Lengyel et al introduced the first grading system 

for peripheral lesions in AMD based on UWF imaging. The 

grid suggested by these authors consists of three concentric 

rings representing the fovea, perifovea and macular zones 

analogous with the ETDRS grid, in addition to a fourth zone 

for the mid periphery and fifth zone for the far periphery. 

While zones 1–3 were chosen based on prespecified parame-

ters of the International AMD Classification Study and hence 

allow comparison with prior studies, peripheral zones 4 and 5 

were chosen arbitrarily. The study demonstrated feasibility 

of grading peripheral lesions (namely RPE changes, drusen, 

mixed lesion and atrophy) as well as macular abnormalities in 

patients with AMD using autofluorescence and pseudocolor 

UWF imaging with high intergrader agreement.10 While this 

study certainly added to our understanding of peripheral 

AMD findings, it is limited by not correcting for the distor-

tion of images in the periphery.

Our novel method offers several theoretical advantages 

by reducing distortion of the images of the retinal periphery 

and adding an additional perimacular zone for grading. Optos 
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captures images of the far-peripheral temporal and nasal 

retina by utilizing an ellipsoid mirror, which leads to sig-

nificant distortion of the peripheral image. When analyzing 

these distorted images, grading may be prone to artifacts as 

well as over- or underestimation of observed abnormalities. 

In addition, unless the degree of image distortion would be 

stable in future imaging machines, image analysis may not 

be reproducible.

To reflect this, we used a novel image transformation 

software developed by Optos that preserves the spherical 

Figure 3 Patient with age-related macular degeneration and widespread perimacular and peripheral abnormalities. Ultra-widefield pseudocolor images of the right eye 
demonstrate foveal retinal pigment epithelium (rPe) changes along with macular drusen in all quadrants. There are extensive drusenoid changes in the perimacular area in 
the temporal quadrants, as well as mid-peripheral and far-peripheral drusen and rPe changes (A–C). Analogous to this, ultra-widefield autofluorescence shows mixed hyper/
hypoautofluorescence in the macula and hyperautofluorescence in the perimacula. The mid- and far periphery show partially mottled hyperautofluorescence (D–F). Upgaze 
(A and D); primary gaze (B and E), downgaze (C and F).
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Figure 4 Patient with age-related macular degeneration and peripheral abnormalities. Ultra-widefield pseudocolor images of the left eye demonstrate juxtafoveal geographic 
atrophy and macular drusen, partially extending into the perimacular region. There are a few drusen, mostly in the nasal far periphery, but also inferior along the border of 
mid- and far periphery (A–C). Corresponding autofluorescence images demonstrate brisk hypoautofluorescence juxtafoveally with adjacent hyperautofluorescence. There 
is hyperautofluorescence, which extends into the temporal perimacular as well as speckled hyperautofluorescence, mostly nasally and inferiorly (D–F). Upgaze (A and D); 
primary gaze (B and E), downgaze (C and F).

geometry of the peripheral retina in UWF imaging, which 

hopefully should pave the way for adequate, reliable and 

reproducible investigation of peripheral abnormalities, 

especially future quantitative analyses. Furthermore, image 

distortion correction is now commercially available and 

integrated into newer-generation devices. Also, the grid 

suggested by Lengyel et al as well as the AREDS group 

separates the peripheral retina into the far- and mid-periph-

eral zone, whereas we have chosen an additional zone for 

the perimacular area just outside the vascular arcades. We 
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Figure 5 Patient without age-related macular degeneration and nonspecific peripheral retinal changes. Ultra-widefield pseudocolor images of the right eye demonstrate 
normal macula and a few nonspecific changes in the peripheral retina (A–C). Autofluorescence imaging demonstrates focal retinal pigment epithelium atrophy in the 
superonasal mid periphery as well as patchy hyperautofluorescence inferotemporally along the border of mid- and far periphery (D–F). Upgaze (A and D); primary gaze 
(B and E), downgaze (C and F).

feel that the perimacular zone may be important in future 

classification of peripheral AMD. In our clinical experience, 

there are many patients with peripheral drusen and RPE 

abnormalities solely in the perimacular area without findings 

in the far-peripheral retina, which is exemplified by patient 

1 in this series. Hypothesizing that this may be a specific 

phenotype, we believe there is value by adding a specific 

zone for grading the perimacular area.

Our new method has some limitations for grading of 

peripheral pathology. Optos creates pseudocolor images by 
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way of laser scanning ophthalmoscopy, which in theory is 

prone to artifacts or misinterpretation of findings. Most retina 

specialists accept this limitation because conventional fundus 

photography is more time intensive and limited to the mid 

periphery. Ultra-widefield autofluorescence imaging can 

provide useful information, but should be interpreted in con-

junction with pseudocolor images to avoid misinterpretation 

of potential artifacts. Our grid is limited to patients with up 

to -6 D refractive error due to the enlarged fundus dimensions 

associated with myopia. While the here-described methodol-

ogy system is relatively new, we suggest that with further 

research, UWF imaging in conjunction with image grading 

methodologies such as described here has potential to assist 

in teleophthalmology system networks in the future.18

In summary, we present a novel grid applied to periph-

eral geometric distortion correction UWF imaging. The grid 

allows analysis of the peripheral retinal fundus divided into 12 

reproducible zones. This systematic assessment will be used 

in future clinical studies to unravel the peripheral phenotypes 

and associations of AMD.
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